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Abstract
The generation of small emittance beams is a key issue

determining the luminosity at a future linear collider. De-
dicated damping rings have been designed to produce such
beams, but techniques to further reduce the design emit-
tances would yield immediate improvements in terms of
higher luminosity. At injection into the damping rings, the
transverse beam emittances are large and the beam fills a
large fraction of the dynamic aperture. At later times dur-
ing the store, after the beam has radiation damped, the hor-
izontal damping time and equilibrium emittance may be
reduced by shifting the rf frequency, such that the parti-
cle orbit moves inwards. By passing off-center through
the quadrupoles in regions of nonzero dispersion, the hor-
izontal partition numberJx is changed. This reduces both
the horizontal damping time and equilibrium emittance. In
addition, to the extent that the vertical emittance is deter-
mined by betatron coupling, the reduction in horizontal
emittance may beaccompanied by a corresponding reduc-
tion in vertical emittance. We report experience with such
a scheme at the Stanford Linear Collider damping rings.

1 INTRODUCTION

The horizontal damping time and beam emittance are both
inversely proportional to the horizontal partition number
Jx = 1�D, where [1]

D =

R
�G(G2 + 2K1)dsR

G2ds
: (1)

Here � is the horizontal dispersion,G andK1 describe
properties of the magnetic guide field, and the integrals
are evaluated around the ring circumference. For the
non-combined function SLC damping ring dipole magnets,
GK1 � 0.

For an orbit offset�x in the quadrupoles, the change in
D is given approximately by

2K1
2�qLgNq

2�=�
�x; (2)

whereK1 =
ec
E
(@B
@x

) with e = 1:6�10�19 C, c = 3�1010

m/s,E = 1:19 GeV,� is the local bending radius,�q is the
dispersion at the quadrupoles, andLq andNq are respec-
tively the quadrupole length and number of quadrupoles.

The orbit may be offset in the quadrupoles by either
changing the accelerating frequency or by physically dis-
placing the magnet support girders. Emittance optimization
using the accelerating frequency has been used ine+ =e�
storage rings previously[2] and is used routinely at LEP[3].
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The circumference adjustment is applicable provided that
the transverse acceptance is not limited and that the in-
jected beam energy spread is small compared to the en-
ergy acceptance. At the SLC, the electron damping ring
was 'stretched' [4] in 1992 by 9 mm for a 15% increase in
Jx. In doing so, the energy aperture at injection was re-
duced without any loss in transmitted beam current. For
the case of the positron ring, the incoming beam fills the
entire aperture and stretching the accelerator is not an op-
tion. For both rings, further gains can be made by changing
the rf frequency during the store.

2 EMITTANCE PROJECTIONS

Shown in Fig. 1 is the calculated horizontal emittance�x
as a function of time for 4 different frequency offsets. The
beam is injected at the nominal rf frequency of 714 MHz
with an initial emittance of20�10�5 m-r. The accelerating
frequency is increased after 1 ms (dashed line) for which
the longitudinal emittance has damped by about a factor of
2.
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Figure 1: Normalized horizontal beam emittance as a func-
tion of store time for different frequency shifts. The full
store time is shown with an expanded view near beam ex-
traction at 8.33 ms shown in the insert. The curves, when
viewed from top to bottom, correspond to frequency shifts
of 0, 50, 100, and 150 kHz, respectively.

The simulations (using SAD[5]) with a trapezoidal ap-
proximation for the bending magnet fringe fields show a
half unit reduction (i.e. 15-20%) in normalized emittance
with a 100 kHz frequency change while the damping time
reduces from 3.4 ms to 3.0 ms. In practice, the frequency
must be ramped back to nominal just before extraction in
order not to introduce any energy and/or phase errors in the
downstream compressor and main linac. The time required



to reset the frequency and relock the beam phase to the de-
sired extraction phase was determined experimentally and
found to be less than 200�s.

3 FREQUENCY SHIFT

In these experiments an I-Q modulator was made to create
a net phase rotation of the damping ring rf using two exter-
nally triggerable, digital function generators, mixers, and
standard amplifiers and phase shifters. The rf phase was
shifted by programming into the digital function genera-
tors smoothly varying, ramped sine (I) and cosine (Q) func-
tions. To ensure proper regulation of the phase at extrac-
tion, the overall phase difference was adjusted to be an inte-
gral number of ring turns plus an offset to take into account
the phase offset between injection and extraction from the
damping rings. Any residual phase error was corrected, as
usual, by the existing phase feedback loop. In standard op-
eration, the reference input for this loop is changed slowly
during the beam store time. In this application, the refer-
ence was changed quickly just before extraction.

With the change in accelerating frequency, the accelerat-
ing cavities are detuned by an amount characterized by the
tuning angle�z which is given by

�z = tan�1

�
2Q

�
f0 � frf

f0

��
; (3)

whereQ = 6860 is the loaded cavity quality factor,f0
is the resonant frequency of the cavity, andfrf is the fre-
quency of the applied rf. With the cavity tunersfixed, the
new tuning angle�z

0 corresponding to the new applied rf
frequencyfrf

0 = frf + �frf is given by

tan�z
0 = 2Q

�
1� (1�

1

2Q
tan�z)

frf
0

frf

�
; (4)

which is shown in Fig. 2(a). Typically, the tuning angle is
set for minimum reflected power:

�z j�l=0 = �
IbR

Vc
sin�b; (5)

whereIb = 0:2176 A is twice the dc beam current,R = 5
M
 is the total loaded impedance,Vc = 800 kV is the to-
tal cavity voltage, and�b � 80� is the synchronous phase
measured with respect to the crest of the accelerating rf.
For example, from Fig. 2(a), with the parameters given
above, the tuning angle atfrf

0 = frf + 100 kHz is about
�73� which is beyond the capabilities of the klystron in
maintaining an 800 kV total cavity voltage during the fre-
quency change.

The sustainable beam current for a fixed cavity voltage
Vc is limited by the available generator power. The solid
curve in Fig. 2(b) shows this limit [6] for a 60 kW klystron
andVc = 600 kV. Comparison with Fig. 2(a) shows that
a 100 kHz frequency change can be made at the nominal
current at this reduced cavity voltage with the cavity ini-
tially detuned; for example, from Fig. 2(a), the cavity tun-
ing angle would be swept from�24� to �67� during the
frequency change for4�1010 particles per bunch (0.22 A).
The klystron power required is less than 50 kW.
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Figure 2: Cavity tuning considerations. The initial and fi-
nal tuning angles atfrf andfrf

0 = frf + 100 kHz, re-
spectively, are shown in Fig. 2(a). The stabilitybound-
ary for cavity voltage regulation at 600 kV is given by the
solid curve in Fig. 2(b). The dashed curves show the load-
ing angle�l which is measured and regulated by the tuner
feedback loops. At zero beam current, the loading angle is
equal to the tuning angle.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prior to implementation of the frequency shift, the energy
aperture of the damping rings was measured. The fre-
quency aperture may be limited by transverse betatron res-
onances, which can be encountered during the frequency
ramp with nonzero chromaticity. The longitudinal aperture,
measured by noting the extreme frequencies at which beam
loss began to occur, was�70 to+235 kHz for the positron
damping ring and�140 to+160 kHz for the (stretched)
electron damping ring.

Measurements of the (positron) beam emittance both
with and without the frequency ramp are given in Fig. 3.
In this experiment, the downstream compressor was turned
off in order to more cleanly detect the effect of the fre-
quency shift on beam emittance. From Fig. 3, with a 62.5
kHz shift, the reduction in normalized emittance was from
3:30� 0:07 m-r to2:66� 0:06 m-r. For the electron damp-
ing ring, the reduction with the frequency shift was from
3:22� 0:08 m-r to2:93� 0:07 m-r.

The frequency shift scheme was installed and opera-
tional for over a week in the positron damping ring (SDR).
No attempt was made to run routinely with the frequency
shift in the electron damping ring (NDR) due to the ex-



plained power limitations. In the SDR, when the beam
current was raised slightly, the beam became unstable due
to insufficient klystron power during the frequency ramp;
during the 1997/98 SLD run, one cavity in each damping
ring was necessarily detuned (to avoid vacuum-related rf
trips) by about�20� which increased the power output de-
mand since more power is reflected from a detuned cavity.
The required detuning was unusual as compared to previ-
ous years. These problems are currently being addressed so
that future operation with a mid-store frequency shift will
not be limited cavity detuning.

5 LUMINOSITY PROJECTION

Using the 1997 interaction point parameters of�x; �y =
450; 250 �r angular divergence, and�x; �y =
(5:2; 1:1) � 10�5 m-r normalized emittances measured
in the final focus, the corresponding rms beam sizes are
�x; �y = 1:3; 0:5 �m. With a 1 mm bunch length and
4 � 1010 particles per bunch, the luminosity is estimated
from guinea-pig[7] to be 4.28�1032 m�2 per collision.

With the reduced emittances from the damping ring and
fixed�x;y, the estimated final focus emittance is�x = 4:4
m-r which is computed assuming zero emittance growth in
the linac and a20% degradation in the final focus emit-
tance. If, in addition, half of the anomalously large vertical
damping ring emittance is due to betatron coupling so that
the normalized vertical emittance is reduced by 0.1 m-r,
and if half of this reduction is preserved to the interaction
point, then�y = 1:0 m-r. Then, from guinea-pig, the lu-
minosity expected is6:04� 1032 m�2 per collision, which
is an increase by over 40%. Additional gains may arise
from a larger disruption enhancement.
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Figure 3: Emittance measurements measured in the down-
stream linear accelerator with no frequency shift (top) and
with a 62.5 kHz frequency shift (bottom). The normalized
emittance was reduced from3:30�0:07 m-r to2:66�0:06
m-r.


